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Oct. 12 Vic State Slope Aero Mt H/back VARMS 

18-19 Open Thermal Mildura RCGA 

19 Training (10am) High St Rd VARMS 

26 DLG F3k  #2 High St. Rd F3k League 

Nov. 1  Scale  Aerotow High St. Rd VARMS SG 

1-4 Cobram Aerotow Cobram MMAC 
9 Open Thermal  #3 Bendigo RCGA 
9 Training /VARMS Trophy High St Rd VARMS 

15 DLG F3k #3 High St Rd F3k League 

16 Scale Slope Mt H/back VARMS SG 

23 Training (10 am) High St Rd VARMS 

23 F3b League #2 Diggers  Rst RCGA 

29-30 Scale Aerotow Bendigo BSA SSA 

David Hobby at the F3j  World Championships 

All set to fly.    See full F3j article inside 

 

Steve Malcman’s Piper Cub at the end of it;s tether. 

See State Field article inside, Page 7 
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The Keyboard 
 

Your frequency key should have your full name 
written clearly on it so that you can be easily 
recognised and contacted in case of a fre-
quency clash. Mobile phone number on your 
key is a good idea too. 

Hi Guys and  Girls, 
 
Well time really flies and it is time again to get stuck into newsletter production.  
 
First, putting on my other hat as Site Manager, or Liaison, I have had a series of meetings with Knox 
Council Executives, and Parks Victoria, concerning a Council “proposal” to  build a very large   
sporting facility. It  may eventually be of  greater  concern to VARMS as the “preferred” site  may  
involve the whole or part of our flying site.  As  I write, Knox  Council does not have the funds to  
even start the project, nor has it made any official moves to acquire the land required  from the State 
Government. Stage One  would require some $27M and KC would want at least 50% funding from  the 
State  Govt. And some additional funds from Federal Govt.  Moving on to Stage Three would bring the  
funds required up to nearly  $70M.  IF the  project does get underway, it will cost the Knox ratepayers 
considerable  sums of money and many other deserving  community projects would suffer for lack of 
funding availability.  The Knox Ratepayers Association has  already begun to blast the Council over  
the value of this proposal to the community as a whole.  
 
I have been given assurances that, should the project finally involve our section of the site, Knox  
Council will assist with any relocation and site preparation costs.  If funding is made available  I will 
have to get these assurances in writing to avoid problems later should funding get tight. 
 
Colin will no doubt have made similar comments elsewhere in this newsletter. 
 
Enjoy the Read!  Max 
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President’s Report—October 2008       Colin Collyer                

 

Hi VARMS members, 

 

 Well, a lot has happened on the "Knox Basketball expansion " front... more in a moment. 

   

The October meeting is our annual AUCTION meeting, where people bring along a heap 

of their old junk, and go home with some new junk !!    I have seen some bargains over 

the years, but it does need sorting from the junk. Auctioneers are Colin Smith  and me..... 

could be fun. 

  November meeting will be at the field, weather permitting.  A glider and electric night, and the BBQ's 

will be out, but it's BYO, that is, bring something to 

put on the barbie. 

  Now the biggie! 

   Last weeks Knox papers had an article about plans 

to build some new basketball courts... we new that 

was coming, but we didn't know how big the plans 

were.  They are stating a site 57 times bigger than the 

MCG, including soccer, footy and other sporting sites.   

On a list of 14 selected, ours is rated at No 1 

 So.... the known facts.   Knox Basketball Inc want to 

build a sporting complex, and our field is their first 

choice site. 

      

The unknown facts, are how they would fund the pro-

ject, the idea being to have State and Federal backing, 

with no proposals to either as yet, so funding is an unknown 

Our field is on a flood plane, and is therefore unstable. 

Our field is not sewered or powered, and to do so would be a huge additional cost 

Parks Victoria have not been approached yet, but being another Gov't department, probably won't be a 

huge obstacle. 

Mention has been made that some assistance would be available to help us re-locate, but early indica-

tions are that they have little appreciation of our requirements 

 

    So....... What do we do?  Come along to the next meeting, where some idea's will be floated.   

 

I believe we will get a good outcome, and may well get to turn it into an advantage 

 Cheers 

Your President;s other love—

Free Flight, it’s great! 

World Air Games Selection Trial for F6D Hand Thrown Gliders 
 
The second WAG (Worlds Air Games) selection trial for F6D Hand thrown gliders will be held on Saturday 15th 
November 2008, 1.00 pm at (VARMS) Briggs Field (High Street Road, Wantirna VIC). 
The competition is open to every MAAAA member and the more competitors that attend then the more points 
Australian aspirants accumulate for their world ranking. (Refer attached links). The competition will be run to 
the F6D rules (refer attached) and start at 1.00 pm. Sunday 16th is a BACKUP day if we cannot compete on  
Saturday 15th November,2008 
  
To enter , please e-mail me the following: Your name, postal address, frequency, AUS number and Date of 
Birth. 
  
Marcus Stent ( mstent@futurisautomotive.com ) 
LSF President 
  
http://wag2009.free.fr/ciam_sel_HTG_res.htm 
http://wag2009.free.fr/ciam_sel_rank.htm 
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Minutes of the VARMS  General Meeting Held September 12, 2008 

Held at Glen Waverley Primary School Hall Friday12th August 2008 Comm.8.25 p.m. 
Apologies Danny Malcman, Peter Cossins, Colin Smith, Jim Robertson  

Varms Clubman of the Year clock - Presented to Ian Slack – Congratulations Ian for your continued contributions to the 

club with Sunday morning training. 

Topics – 

Introductory Modeller talks- (new ―getting to know you ― segment) 

Henryk Kobylanski 

Information Architect – Database design and mitigation. 

Henryk maintains and services the VARMS website. In spare time he enjoys flying both large scale gliders and Tow planes. 

He started flying at VARMS in 1991 and was involved with the U2 project. He assisted Tom Whickers in cutting the foam 

cores for the wings. Recently came back to aeromodelling only 3-4 years ago. His favorite glider is the ASK-13. Best Varms 

Experience – Camperdown 1993-1994 as to the fellowship shared at the Saturday night bonfire. 

Brett Anthony 
Photographer and Teacher 

Been a VARMS member for 2 years. 

Favorite models are Scalies and soft launch Discus  

Favorite Varms Experience- Beating Marcus Stuart in a hand launch competition.  

Interested in hand launch gliders 

 

Minutes read from previous general meeting, Accepted by Barrie DeKuyper and seconded by Geoff Moore. 

Events Calendar 

Scale Aerotow last weekend which turned out to be success.  

Upcoming Events: 

Scale Slope - Camperdown September 26th – 28th       Scale Aerotow - Lamaroo September 26th – 28th 

Scale Aerotow - Briggs Field November 1st                                   Scale Aerotow – Cobram November 1st – 4th  

Scale Slope – Mt Hollowback November 16th                         Scale Aerotow – Bendigo November 29th – 30th  

General Business 

Briggs Field  Field tenure Issues – Eastern Model Car Club visited our field unofficially and have claimed they have an 

agreement to operate on 2.4ghz and share our flying field. This is untrue and the committee is not aware of such an agree-

ment or arrangement being made. Colin and Max attended a meeting with the local council and met with a number of the 

surrounding clubs and representatives. 

 

Church at where the committee meetings are held will be holding a fete and have approached our club if we were interested 

in organizing a display table setup to show what our club is all about and what we do. 

 

Next Month General Meeting is Auction.  We will require at least five volunteers to run the auction. 

 

Geoff Moore has put forward a suggestion that we organize a slope fun fly to invite the power flyers. The club training  

gliders could be used to give some of the power flyers a feel for slope flying.  

 

A suggestion put forward by Colin for Twilight flying at Briggs field as we come into the daylight savings period. Ie: BYO 

BBQ for the November Club Meeting. 

 

Christmas December Meeting to have a  theme. ie Kites 

 

Scale Day – Concerns for safety were addressed regarding spectators being among flyers. A suggestion for barriers to be 

erected to keep the public a safe distance from the flight line.  

Mobile phones not be used at or near the flight line and are required to be switched off. Signs will be 

placed at or near the flight line. 

Ian Slack will be following up with Peter Harris of VMAA Bronze wings. These should be sent out 

shortly. 
Editor Aspectivity Report - Max is happy with the material coming in however would like to see more topical articles to  

be used in future magazines. 

Treasurer – Account Balance $12,264. We have re-invested for 6 months instead of 12 as interest rate is higher. 

Contest Director. – Alan Mayhew.- Slope racing, Open Thermal, F3B and Hand Launch events upcoming. The selection  

for world championships is also fast approaching. State slope championships – Encourage more modelers to come along  

and have a go at it.  
Power / Helicopter Group- Steve Malcman. – Bronze wings testing for helicopter has commenced with three members  

successfully obtaining their Wings. Bradley Ryan, Geoff Moore and Steve Malcman. 
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Scale Glider Group - report by Henryk Kobylanski 

26-28 September,08 – Lameroo Weekend.-always a great show –well worth travel there! 

26-28 Sept. – Scale Glider Camperdown Meet organized by Scale Soaring Group. 

1-4 November,08 – Cobram Scale Event. 

End November,08 – Bendigo Scale Comp. 

Full details of all events, on Club Website. 

 

F3J Turkey World Thermal Championships Slideshow- Presented by Theo Ardvanatikas and Brett Anthony 

 

Next General Club Meeting – Club Auction Night Friday 10th October2008, Glen Waverley Primary School hall. 

Hi All, 

  

Our opening comp of the season was flown in much better weather than expected. 

 

The westerly wind was quite tricky for finding and staying in thermals,  particularly  when the pilots 

couldn't follow thermals downwind into the 'no fly' zone  and had to go and find another thermal to   

continue their flight.  Everybody stayed out of the 'no fly' zone throughout the day so I thank them for 

that. 

  

Twelve pilots entered and it was good to see Dan Haskell returning to competition and putting in some 

very good flights.  Brett Anthony wasn't having much luck with  his winch launched models so he put in 

a few brave flights with his hand thrown glider after attaching a tow hook to it.  Unfortunately this re-

sulted in a broken wing on the third launch.  Not pretty!  And one model was lost on launch in  

Spectacular fashion when it went sideways very fast and cart wheeled into the ground, breaking         

practically everything. 

  

After seven rounds of good competitive flying congratulations to David Hobby who emerged the winner 

(6000 points), next Jim Houdalakis (5852 points) and third Brad Wilman (5624 points). 

  

The next RCGA Thermal competition is in Mildura (18-19 October) so I hope to see lots of you there. 

  

Best Regards, 

  

Gerry Carter 

Report on RCGA Open Thermal Comp –HSR , September 29 September—Gerry Carter 

The VARMS Club will be conducting this event at Mt. Hollowback on Sunday 

12 October, 2008. The event will be run as per previous years and we hope 

that it will enjoy good weather and good winds onto the slope. Starting Time 

is expected to be around 10.00 am. Trophies provided by VMAA. 

 

Depending on the turnout, there is a possibility of  running a 2 channel divi-

sion for those that are there just for a bit of fun.  

 

Come along and compete, or just enjoy the efforts of the competitors. 

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                         Editor 

Victorian Slope Aerobatic Championships  2008 
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Send articles and 

photos for  
Aspectivity to: 

 

 
Editor, Aspectivity 

 
mmhaysom@bigpond. net.au 

Any questions or queries  
regarding the mowing roster to  

Martin Hopper 
9873 8256 

Mowing Roster 

Bruce Robinson         9887 8996         15 November 

Geoff Moore                9802 2044  22 November 

Graeme Hollis             9739 4886          29 November 

Ross Peasley                9877 2215         6 December 

Robert Kassell             97951330  13  December 

Henri Wohlmuth         9764 1921 11 October 

Keith Heale                   9509 6829        18 October 

Mike Richardson          9557 6013 25 October 

Malcolm Buckmaster   9763 1632  1 November 

Jim Baker                       9803 2185        8 November 

40th Anniversary Photos 
Tim Morland’s excellent photos 

from the 40th Anniversary  
celebrations are available on the 

VARMS web site. 
If you have photos of the days  

(High Street Road and Mt Hollow-
back) please forward them to Tim and 

he will add them to the archive. 

Training Dates  
 

 Oct. 19, Nov. 9 and 23 
 

Training Radio Frequencies are:  
641   643   645 

 

VARMS Training is kindly 
sponsored by  

Hyperion Australia  

Auction—Auction—Auction 

 
Don’t forget the annual club Auction 

Night next Friday October 10th. 

 

Come along and make this a good fun 

night, bring all those unused and un-

wanted items and models etc. Convert 

them into cash for your next project! 

 

Our Treasurer, Ian Pearson unfortu-

nately, cannot be present on the night 

but all sellers will be paid by cheque 

on his return. This is the way it was 

done last year and it appeared to be 

satisfactory to all. Sellers please be 

sure that you have included all of 

your mailing address details (and tel 

no.) on your registration form. 

 

Sellers, if you have a firm reserve 

price on any item make sure it is 

clearly marked to avoid problems 

later. Also effective descriptions will  

that your items are presented to best 

effect. 

 

We will need a crew of about 5 –6 

people to operate check in and regis-

tration.  Have a Great Night! 

 

Max Haysom, for Ian Pearson 
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This year the weather has not been typical. We seem to have been experiencing a wet winter. Cold, rain, wind, 
frost, even snow. Something, different. So a visit to the State Flying Field near Wallan (I don't suppose You'd know 
where Darraweit Guim is!) on a cold winters day could have been a disaster, in terms of comfort and enjoyment. 
I'm glad to say that most of us had a great time. 
 
So, the info said the gate would be open at 8:30 a.m. And it wasn't. They don't leave the gate open at the State 
Field, it helps keep the cattle contained. However there were some cars already over at the club house and it was 
only almost raining.  It turns out that the only bloke that beat me was Colin Collyer. He can't have beaten me by 
much though, because he went off on a "let's explore the field walk" almost straight away. I went to the car to put 
my gumboots on. It looked like a muddy kind of day.  
 
I must admit that when I first saw the field it looked nice and big. That is, until I got to the front of the clubhouse. 
I found myself wondering where the flying was going to be conducted. Wholly smoke, there were a lot of fences. In 
my experience gliders, tugs and fences can spell trouble. A closer look at the field had me thinking that there was 
probably more room than at first glance and everything might be OK.  First impressions are not always the best. 
 
So, Colin and I set about putting a few gliders together. I let Colin go first as there was no rush. No sign of a tug 
yet. And it was still almost raining. I can't quite recall who was next to arrive. I'd given the field a detailed inspec-
tion and concluded that if you didn't land on the runway, you would probably have a broken model. It was very 
rough in the rough. So the drill would be miss the fences, then hit the runway. Luckily the light breeze was wafting 
almost straight down the runway. A Southerly. 
 
Meanwhile Colin and I watched the airshow. Airshow? That was the other surprise of the day. A few kilometres 
from the field, as I drove along a country lane, I had seen the extraordinary sight of what looked like a reasonably 
large aircraft landing in the general direction of the State Field. Huh! I'd had a look on Google Earth the night be-
fore and saw what could have been a runway for ultralites close by, but nothing for large aircraft. Or so I thought. 
You see, the State field is not very far away from....Tullamarine. Yep, we had some pretty impressive fly byes by 
the big guys during the day. One of the local members even made the remark, "when a Jumbo goes over you can 
count the rivets." I was somewhat non-plussed at that remark! 
 
So: It was certainly developing into a unique sort of day. A day of dodging fences, hitting the runway at all costs 
and not mixing it with the big blokes. It was extraordinary how relaxed the locals were about flying with the big 
blokes, (at up to 1000') which I guess gives a paltry 2000' separation? This was not a day for pixelating off the top 
of a thermal and not really knowing how high you were.. 
 
More of our hardy and enthusiastic band arrived. More importantly there was now a pair of tugs on the field. It 
was a day when the Malcman's J3 Piper was not going to be stuck with all day duty. Greg Voak turned up with his 
super Rosenthal-Hots machine. Good stuff. 
 
So then everybody had breakfast. The rain was to hold off for a while longer. Breakfast took a long time to prepare, 
consume and digest. But eventually the not so hungry people emerged from the clubhouse and refocussed away 
from food and began to think about flying. Seemed like a good idea to me! Further waiting for tugs. Watch the air-
show for a while. The prevailing rule seemed to be that the big guys had resolved to stay just above cloudbase, 
whilst the thing for us to do would be to stay out of the clouds at all costs. Myself, RC cloud flying sounds a bit oxy-
moronic. I think during the day, only one glider passed away from sight into a cloud, and then only briefly. It must 
have been a very low cloud. 
 
So the tugs had their test flights and all was ready. Towing operations commenced, the fun began - and some joker 
yelled out that in was noon in 5 minutes whereupon a lunch break would be called. Ha Ha. Shortly after that it 
started to rain. Rats.  I've been to a lot of aerotow days and have seen very few disasters. Today however, was to be 
an exception. It was learned the hard way that, on approach, tug pilots must fly both ends of the aerotow cord si-
multaneously. The plane at the front, and the hook at the back. 
 
Steve and our beloved J3 had the misfortune to have the towline wrap itself around a practically invisible length of 
barbed-wire maybe 40m from the threshold of the runway. I was behind the lens of my camera at the time (see 
Front Cover) and captured the very beginning of the dramatic rearward decent of the J3 from about 10' onto the 
tail wheel. It could have been a lot worse. But even so, it put that lovely aircraft and capable pilot out of the action 
for the rest of the day. And flying had only commenced about half an hour before. Again, Rats. Steve later pro-
fessed to be in control during the backwards landing. Maybe you can pick the taught towline at 8 O'clock. The 
good news is that damage to the J3 turned out to be comparatively minor and she will be flying again pretty soon. 
 
So, it looked like Greg's tug would provide most of the horse power for the day. Most people were having a good  

VARMS Visits the State Flying Field for Some Aerotowing—Tim Morland 
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 time with reports of lift from here and there. Myself and Schweizer 212, had naught. Not a whisper. Nice smooth 
descents of about 10 minutes. Nothing. Oh well. 
 
Looking particularly nice were: 
* Theo's moulded Pilatus B4 - must get my Rosenthal version built! 
* Greg's 1/3 scale ASW15 looking just beautiful, and one of my favourites 
* Leon's Fafnir - how sweet that one is! 
* Colin's FOX  put in some nice aerobatic routines and greaser landings, as usual 
* Ian Slack and his Woodstock looked like they were having fun! 
* Martin Hopper had his club Schweizer and had some nice flights 
* Gary Mack had his 1/4 scale K8 and survived a couple of "moments"! 
* Bernie was giving his Kestrel a good shake, having fun chasing the somewhat elusive lift. 
* My little Schweizer was found to be flying well with her new fin and tailplane. She carries a bit more nose weight 
now and flew aerobatics very nicely. However landing without spoilers had me walking the length of the runway! 
Gotta get those spoilers working. 
 
Greg and Theo did most of the towing, doing a great job flying both ends of the string. I only saw one more occa-
sion when the end of the towline may have been closer than 10' from the top of the fence. My recommendation to 
all tug pilots is to have a weak link at the tug end of the towline. However to be useful - it needs to be a weak link. 
It is better to loose a towline than a model - even if it means the end of flying for the day. When aerotowing first 
kicked off, we always had a weak link up the front. It has been unfortunate that lessons learned are sometimes 
forgotten or not passed on. 
 
There was some towing done by whom I think was a local modeller. Unfortunately I can't recall his name. He had-
n't flown aerotow before, but was a capable pilot and gave many a good launch with his "Big Stick". I had the or-
ange safety jacket on when he suddenly announced "Dead Stick Landing!" 
 
Tim passes on the important announcement to all those in the air, because the glide ratio of his "red stick" as he 
calls it, would be about twice as good as a brick: or so I thought. I then checked out how he was going and recon-
sidered. The big stick looked to be doing a pretty good job of gliding on the downwind leg. Our helpful acquaint-
ance obviously had considerable skills at flying power planes with dead noise departments. He gets closer, cross-
wind leg now, still gliding very well with plenty of altitude. Hang on! I can hear the motor. I have words to him 
about whether he has air restart capability. "Nope!"  
 
So I ask, "So how did you start the motor?"  He says "Start the motor? It never stopped."  I bounce back: "But you 
said dead stick landing."  He says, "No I didn't, I said Red Stick Landing."  "Oh."  Our helper was encouraged to 
use different words whilst announcing landings. 
 
No glider mishaps all day, as far as I know. Pretty normal for aerotowing. 
 
During the day I kept my eye on the big boys. Some of their fly byes were indeed very impressive. You couldn't 
really count the rivets on the Jumbos, but they looked really low. However the lowest jumbo was still playing tag 
with the clouds. The picture “Formation Flying” shows that flying up there with the big boys does not necessarily 
mean instant disaster. 
 
Theo's B4 had some nice flights showing off his aerobatic prowess and its manoeuvrability. What a nice plane. 
Here he is just after leaving the departure gate. 
 
Leon Carlos’s glamour girl (Fafnir) is worth a flying photo. Here she goes. Her airframe looks nice and stiff in the 
air, and she behaves superbly well.   
 
So, apart from the rain, which only started after the commencement of tugging we had a pretty interesting day. 
The State Field is great for sport flying power models and the proximity of full size aircraft turned out to be of neg-
ligible concern. Luckily, "our" J3 will be in the air again soon - but if I had my way I would move the fences back 
from the ends of the runways by another 75m.  
 
If you're interested, check out the club photo gallery for all the pics. 
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Gary’s KA-8 & Gregg’s Super Tug Red Stick landing 

Formation Flying 

Leon Carlos’s classy Fafnir on launch 

―Red Stick‖ landing 

Theo’s Pilatus B4  undeway 
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Subjects for Scale 

The SCUD  3, as a subject for scale, is a good 
example of a relatively simple model. Why ? 
Well for a start it has a "  box" fuselage , with 
rounded corners, so its fairly simple to build.... 
cut some formers, add some sides, then plank 
or block the top and bottom. An open cockpit 
is shown, so that solves the canopy problem, 
and as the cockpit is a tight fit for the pilot, all 
the gear can be hidden in the front.  The wings 
are fairly tapered, but providing the wing load-
ing is kept low they shouldent be a problem. 
Foam or built up, Clark Y airfoil, servos in the 
wing for ailerons, 1 spoiler servo in the fuse-
lage. Cover with film or fabric. As for the tail,  
maybe build as onepiece including tubes for 
the joiners and cut it in half later, mount on fin 
as if it were an all flying unit, only non moving 
and have the elevator horn fixed in the fin ( it 
would be a plug on tail ) 
As the real one wasn't a huge glider, 1/5 or 1/4 
scale should not build up too big, and even an 
electric fancould be an option!                      
 
Well, its been done!..... Ive seen it..... and it 
seems to fly quite well, no vices from the nar-
row wing tips.  It looks good on the ground as 
the pictures show, and it is a different shape to 
the norm, which makes it stand out 
HOODUNNIT ! Dave Weller, and he has done 
it pretty much as above. As you can see it's 
bright red, has a pilot, is big enough to fly well 
and small enough to fit in the average car. 
Dave is to be congratulated, as it's all his own 
work, and he has stuck it through, and a fine 
model is the result. 

Colin Collyer. 

 

Copyright Martin Simonds 

Dave Weller & Scud 3 
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Our special thanks to Kelly and Ian Costello 

from 

Bakers Delight at The Glen Shopping Centre 

Glen Waverley 
 

Well another night of fun over scale models in 2008. Many clubs have to bribe the members to come to 

a meeting but ours are always packed and it amazes me how many people come to share the fun espe-

cially as the August meeting was always the least attended due to weather and the cold. 
 

Danny and Steve Malcman shared the honours this year for the "Scalie of the Year" award. A popular 

choice. It was a most difficult decision as again there were so many contenders. It says a lot about the 

involvement of members in the Scale Special Interest Group. Well done to Danny and Steve. 
 

Gary McDougal took out the best Scale Glider as judged by our secret judge. This year it was Glen 

Salisbury. It was a secret to me too as I grabbed Glen on the night. Glen has a wealth of experience in all 

things scale. Glen had a tough choice and it too came down to the wire. Gary has built and flown a lot of 

models and he too will be seen at a lot of club events. So well done Gary and many thanks Glen for a 

fair and valid assessment. 
 

Theo Arvantakis took out the Best Scale Model as chosen by the Members. Theo said he brought it 

along just to add to the numbers but the members liked his work. Well done Theo and thanks to the 

members. 
 

A special thanks to all that brought models and to Colin Smith who brought along two. 
 

A great event. A full hall. This is a great club to be part of. Thanks to the VARMS committee for their 

support. Dave Down. 

Stand Off Scale Competion at August 2008 General Meeting—David Down  

―Scalies‖ of the Year, Danny & Steve Malcman 

Gary Mac’s Winning KA-8 

David congratulates Gary Mac Some of the Models 

Theo taking a nap in his Pilatus B4 ? 
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Items for Sale by Members 

Ball Bearings, Stainless steel 10 x 6 x 2.5mm, to suit most servo output shafts - JR (1) and Hitec  

 (1 or 2) .  $2.00 each, or 3 for $5.00. Max Haysom 9801 3899 / 0414 679 620 

 

Transmitter, JR Max 7 Computer,  36MHz, FM/PCM/ZPCM, 3 model memory, 7 channels, extra 

matching Rx crystal, c/w wall charger and metal carry case. Recent check over and new data backup  

battery fitted. Very good order.  $100.00   Geoff Moore,  9802 2044 

 

Transmitter, JR MAX 5, Non Computer, 36 MHz, switched servo reverse on all channels, c/w  wall 

charger and metal carry case. Very good order.  $50.00    Geoff Moore,  9802 2044 

Back in the 70s Ray Cooper placed a Plan in Aspectivity for his “Quick Fly" - a low wing 1.8 metre balsa covered 
foam wing aerobatic model - It was a fantastic Slope Soarer in its day and I made several  of them. To make this 
model I can remember making up a simple foam  cutting bow from a 4 foot length of 2"x 1" dressed pine with a  
shelving bracket screwed at each end, with a length of nichrome wire  from a radiator element and a "Linda Elec-
tric Blanket" Power  Transformer as a power source. Over the years I have cut many wings  and have had several 
cutting bows but have always used the same  transformer - that is until a  few months ago when it died. (I reckon it 
should have lasted longer!) 
 
These blanket tranformers are no longer available so I had to find a replacement. After searching the internet for a 
suitable circuit for an adjustable power source and not really finding what I was after,  
Peter Cossins suggested that I look at a very reasonably priced Kit from Oatley Electronics here in Australia. Web 
address -  http://www.oatleyelectronics.com/ 
 
The Kit is a "K252 DC Motor Speed and Hot Wire Controller" and cost was $18 plus postage. This kit is designed 
to produce a Pulse Width Modulated (PWM) output to vary the speed of DC motors or to control resistive loads 
like light bulbs and hot wire foam cutters. Operational Power Supply  voltage 10volts DC - 36volts DC @ 20 amps 
+   The kit is easy to build, provided you have a fairly small soldering iron and take a bit of care to get the compo-
nents in the right spot. 
 
This kit needs a DC Power Source to power the circuit and I found that 24volts or more was needed to generate 
enough power (heat) for my longer 1.2 metre bow. For smaller cutting bows the temperature can be lowered using 
the adjustable control. (The temperature adjust pot was mounted external rather than on the board - this is de-
scribed in the kit instructions) 
 
I have tried powering the K252 with a 12 volt car battery or my PC Power supply which I use as a bench supply for 
powering my various chargers (12V output). These are all good options for a small bow  with a wire length to 
650mm—any longer wire length than this and the wire does not get hot enough. The wire that i currently use is 
0.46mm (0.018”) Stainless Steel wire but my earlier bows used Nichrome wire of a similar thickness. The stainless 
wire expands less when heated and I think it produces a smoother cut. Note that the smallest bow is 300mm and 
is fitted with thinner wire. 
 
As you can see in the pictures the power source is a 24 volt AC 6.25 amp garden lighting transformer. This 
transformer was chosen for safety as it comes fitted with a mains power lead, plug and fuse so all wiring is 
only 24 volts. The only drawback is that it is AC and not DC—hence the bridge rectifier and the two electro-
lytic capacitors. After the 24  volts AC is passed the bridge rectifier and the 2 x 2,200uf electrolytic capacitors 
32volts DC is output to the K252, I found this to be more than enough for a 1.2 metre bow (or longer) and 
can still be adjusted down for the 300mm bow. Care is needed to always start with the pot set at "0" when 
turning on the power as the wire can get way too hot for the smaller bow with a danger of the wire breaking. 
All my bows have the current written on the bow for the correct cutting speed and it is just a matter of start-
ing at "0" and winding on until the amp meter shows the predetermined setting. This current shows about 
half an amp for the smallest bow to about 2.5 amps for the longest bow.  
 
This is the second K252 unit that I have made, the first one used a 24 volt mains transformer that required 
the mains and earth to be wired up and a fuse fitted, this was mounted in an aluminium Instrument case. 

Foam Hot Wire Controller—Paul Dumsday 
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The second unit as  described in this article with the mains pre wired transformer is an easier and safer option. A 
home made enclosure or a case etc. (from Jaycar) to house circuit board etc. with the meter, pot & banana sockets 
mounted on the front would make for a neater project. 
 
Parts List 
The K252 kit was purchased from Oatley Electronics - all the other parts are from Jaycar (part # shown) 
 
- "K252 DC Motor Speed and Hot Wire Controller" - $18 
- Garden Lighting Transformer 24volt AC output 6.25 Amps (MP-3045) $49.95 
- Bridge Rectifier (ZR-1324) $4.95 
- 2 x 2200uf 50volt Electrolytic Capacitors (RE-6241) @ $2.90 each 
- Panel Meter 0-5 amps (QP-5014) $15.95 
- Potentiometer 5k (RP-3508) $2.25 
- Plastic knob $1 
- 2 x Banana Sockets @ 50cents each 
 
In summary I should have had something like this years ago as I have  now realised how much easier it is to get 
good results when the temperature can be controlled so accurately. 
 
Next month I will describe a gravity fed automatic cutter and cutting bow that I have just finished (similar to 
Feathercut) and I promise not to reminisce about the 70s 
 
Paul Dumsday 
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All material published in Aspectivity is the copyright of the author of the article. 
Opinions expressed in Aspectivity may not represent the views of VARMS Inc. the 
Editor, or the Printer. 
VARMS Inc., the Editor and the Printer accept no responsibility for the accuracy 
of content. 
 

 

 

VARMS  Web Site :   http://  www.varms.org.au 
Current Members:                        If you change your address, please notify the Registrar and VMAA, 
                                                                      so that we can  maintain the correct addressing of this Newsletter. 
Potential Members:              If you are interested in joining VARMS, or learning more about our     
                                                                                                                                         activities, please contact the Secretary, or other Committee member. 

 
VARMS (Inc.) was formed in 1968 to get together aero-modellers who were interested in    
building and flying radio controlled gliders.  Members fly at many places, but have a home field 
on High Street Road, Wantirna South (Melways Map 72, C1), where training classes are free to 
all and are held on Sunday mornings, generally on a fortnightly basis.  Exact dates and times 
are posted on the field gate.  VARMS Training is kindly sponsored by Hyperion Australia. 
 

VARMS organises regular competitions in both Slope and Thermal Soaring, for many kinds of 
radio controlled gliders, ranging from fun-fly models to competition models and scale replicas. 
 

General Meetings are held on the SECOND FRIDAY of each month (except January) -  at the 
Glen Waverley Primary School Hall, in High Street Road, Glen Waverley (next to McDonalds 
on the corner of High Street Road and Springvale Rd.).  Meetings start at 8:00 pm and visitors 
are welcome.  Formalities are usually followed by lively discussions on matters of interest to all 
modellers and a  light supper, supplied by Bakers Delight, The Glen Shopping Centre 

Victorian Association of Radio Model Soaring Inc. 

President   Colin Collyer...........................................................9561 9097 
  Secretary   Roger Stevenson....................................................9830 8293 
 Treasurer   Ian Pearson ...........................................................5996 5019 
 Contest Director  Alan Mayhew.............................................9887 7885 
 Editor / Site Manager  Max Haysom...................................9801 3899 
  Ordinary Member Martin Hopper.......................................9873 8256 
 Registrar   Bruce Clapperton...................................................5996 5019 
Heli Group Rep  Steven Malcman………………….……………...9884 0614  
Sport Power Rep  Chris Kurdian..........................................9762 0714 

For 
  If undelivered return to: 
  VARMS Inc. 
P.O. Box 4096  


